We read with great interest the article by Röck et al., 1 as it is a well-known physical principle of optical coherence tomography (OCT) and its basis, low-coherence interferometry, that magnification of the image of the sample using an objective lens or eyes with varying refractive power applies only in the transverse dimension, 2 not the axial dimension. 3 In this article, the authors collected OCT scans of a subretinal implant of known thickness, but found a significant correlation between observed thickness of the implant and the subjects' axial length. Regrettably, the authors made no mention of the surprising nature of their findings in the context of the physics of OCT. Since this violates the known physical properties of low-coherence interferometry, we attempted to determine possible sources of the reported effect.
First, it is important to recall the proofs of the principle that axial measurements do not scale with ocular magnification. Maximum imaging depth (z max ) with spectral-domain (SD)-OCT is dependent on a few hardware components, that is, the light source (center wavelength: k 0 and bandwidth: Dk), spectrometer, and camera resolution (N), as well as the group refractive index (n) of the sample 4, 5 :
Dk N When z max is divided by the sampling of the inverse Fourier transform, the axial spatial scale is obtained (Fig. 1) . Note that all terms in this equation are independent of ocular magnification. Compare this to transverse measurements, which scale proportionally with changes in axial length and refraction.
OCT uses interferometry to measure the time-of-flight delay of photons reflected from a reference mirror and from scattering centers at different depths of the sample. In SD-OCT, the time delay is mapped to the interference pattern, which is typically recorded by a line detector, using an inverse Fourier transform. This relates the maximum imaging depth to the inverse sampling interval of the spectrometer as shown above. To determine whether axial length may affect time-offlight (and subsequent axial distance) measurements, one may compare the return times of photons with a variable distance to travel through media with equivalent indices of refraction before reflecting off two surfaces with a fixed separation (Fig.  2) . In eye a:
In eye b, the axial length is increased by the factor l A , that is,
Thus, the distance preceding the pair of reflectors has no impact on the measured time-of-flight delay. Since the Röck et al. article presented data in clear violation of this proof, we attempted to determine the source of the observed effect of axial length on axial distance measurements. We considered the possibility that the reported effect was due to cosine error (Fig. 3) . A-scans are collected at increasingly large angles (h) as the beam is scanned away from the center of the B-scan (Fig. 3A) . For an object with fixed width, the A-scan collected at the edge of the object will be collected at a larger angle for smaller eyes. The apparent thickness (z) of the object is equal to the known thickness (Dz) divided by the cosine of the scan angle. However, this error approaches zero as axial length increases rather than as axial length approaches the assumption of the system, and the magnitude of the error is insufficient to explain the reported effect (Fig. 3B) . Even in an extreme case, if measurements were conducted at the very edge of a 9-mm scan in the 19.99-mm eye, the apparent thickness of the microchip would be 71.23 lm, an order of magnitude different than the reported effect. Due to the negligible contribution of cosine error, the following experiments did not include thickness measurements obtained near the edge of the scan.
We were concerned that we would be unable to replicate the authors' results due to changes to the software package involved in making measurements (Spectralis Viewing Module). Heidelberg Engineering provided us with software release notes from 2011 to 2015 (Viewing Module Versions 5.4, 5.6, 5.8, 6.0.13, and 6.3.2); unfortunately, this did not cover all versions between the version used in Röck et al. 1 (v.5.3.3) and our experiments (v.6.0.13). No mention was found in any of these releases that pertain to a parameter that might affect axial distance measurements.
We tested three potential sources of the observed effect: (1) simulated changes in axial length, (2) errant software settings, and (3) optical pathlength offset errors.
To test the effect of axial length on axial distance measurements, a model eye was constructed with a 19-mm plano-convex lens and a glass coverslip mounted on a manually translatable stage. Scans were acquired using a Bioptigen Envisu R2200 SD-OCT (Bioptigen, Inc., Morrisville, NC, USA) and a Heidelberg Spectralis HRA/OCT (Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany). When imaging with the Envisu, a ''mouse retina'' lens was used, and the OCT probe was mounted on a linear translation stage to image at the appropriate distance. A mouse retina lens was also used when imaging with the Spectralis, which had built-in control over X, Y, and Z translation, as well as yaw and pitch rotation. Model eye axial length was measured manually using a digital caliper with an accuracy of AE0.0254 mm (Mitutoyo, Takatsu-ku, Kawasaki, Japan). For Envisu scans, the distance between the two surfaces of the coverslip were measured with InVivoVue (ver. 2.4.33; Bioptigen, Inc., Morrisville, NC, USA) with vertically constrained built-in calipers. For Spectralis scans, Bscans were displayed in Heidelberg Eye Explorer (ver. 6.0.13.0), OCT smoothing was removed, and the distance between the two surfaces was measured with the built-in calipers. After each scan, the axial length of the model eye was adjusted and remeasured at the same location. Linear regression was performed on these thickness data, and, as expected, no significant effect was found ( Pathlength offset errors (beamsplitter to reference arm " beamsplitter to sample) alter the apparent curvature of the sample. To test whether this could affect axial distance measurements, the model eye was imaged with the Envisu; Copyright 2018 The Authors iovs.arvojournals.org j ISSN: 1552-5783 axial length was held constant (24.01 mm) while varying the working distance and reference arm position. Reference arm position was mapped to apparent axial length by determining the accurate reference arm positions for two distant axial lengths. No significant effect was found by Pearson's correlation ( Fig. 4B , P ¼ 0.83, R 2 ¼ 0.0096). Finally, to determine if software errors could explain the reported effect, images were acquired in the model eye as well as human subjects using the Spectralis, and optical powerrelated eye data were varied before each scan, including axial length, corneal curvature, and refraction. This study followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the institutional review board at the Medical College of Wisconsin. Axial length categorizations according to Heidelberg (short, medium, long), as well as axial lengths of the three subjects measured with an IOL Master (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA, USA) are given in the Table. Three subjects were imaged on the Spectralis and three masked observers used the built-in calipers to measure the distance between the foveal surface and the retinal pigmented epithelium (RPE) in three separately acquired B-scans. Observers chose the B-scan with the lowest foveal depression, and made measurements on the unsmoothed image at the highest digital zoom available to provide the greatest precision. The order of the images analyzed was randomized separately for each observer. Prior to acquisition, a new patient ID was created, and either the axial length setting, corneal curvature, or refraction was varied (Figs. 4C-E) . The effect of axial length setting on apparent thickness was assessed by n-way ANOVA to account for interobserver and intersubject variability, and no significant effect was found (Fig. 4C , P ¼ 0.27). The effect of both corneal curvature setting and refraction setting on apparent thickness was assessed by 2-way ANOVA, and no significant effect was two eyes (a, b) with different axial lengths featuring objects (box; magenta) with a fixed width and thickness (Dz), the scan angle (h) at the edge of an object will be larger for the smaller eye, and the apparent thickness (z) will be larger. z a ¼ Dz/cos(h a ) and
Assuming scans were centered on the microchip (width: 2.8 mm, thickness: 70 lm) in the article in question, apparent thickness accounting for cosine error was calculated for each eye (red squares). This is compared to the thickness measurements reported in the article in question (black diamonds). . These experiments were repeated in the model eye to eliminate possible confounds due to imperfect alignment, and similar results were obtained (Figs. 4F-H) . The results obtained by varying the axial length setting are compared to the reported model for reference 1 (Fig. 4F) . The effect of corneal curvature on apparent thickness was assessed by Pearson's correlation and linear regression ( Fig. 4G ; P ¼ 0.56, R 2 ¼ 0.13), and the difference in apparent thickness between a -4 and þ10 diopter refraction setting was only 1 lm (Fig. 4H) .
From these experiments, we were unable to replicate the reported effect as expected, so it is unclear as of yet how the authors obtained their results. The article in question closely follows another publication by three of the same authors, 6 which validates the well-known principle that transverse measurements are affected by ocular magnification. The data collected between the two publications are remarkably similar; the thickness measurements from the IOVS article 1 correlate extremely well with the lateral distance measurements in the Graefes article 6 (Fig. 5A , linear regression: P ¼ 2.89 E -7 , R 2 ¼ 0.99; Pearson's correlation: q ¼ 0.995). Further, normal variability in measurements between experiments typically reveals an average effect with enough samples, but it is unlikely that all data would fall on the same side of the regression; however, the residuals of the regressions between axial length versus thickness and axial length versus width follow closely in both direction and magnitude (Fig. 5B) . There is no mention of masking observers or randomizing samples, which may introduce observer bias.
An additional flaw in this article is the circularity of the argument. The authors use an IOL Master to measure axial length, and even explicate that this machine uses partial coherence interferometry as the basis for its measurements. This is essentially the same method for measuring distances between scattering objects as OCT, 7, 8 and if their conclusions were accurate, that is, that axial distance measurements scale with axial length, then their axial length measurements would be affected as well.
The authors cite six articles demonstrating that axial length has an effect on thickness measurements. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] In Leung et al., 11 thickness measurements were not even performed 11 ; the axial dimension of OCT was used to define the optic disc margins, then transverse area measurements were corrected for ocular magnification. A critical distinction is that the article in question measures axial distance whereas the cited articles 9,10,12-14 measure volumes of tissue (in some cases, ocular magnification was not considered). The transverse component of a volume is affected by ocular magnification, which explains the effect of axial length or refractive error on these particular retinal thickness measurements. Neglecting to account for this difference may have led the authors to believe there was substantial prior probability supporting their hypothesis that axial length affects axial distance measurements, while unfortunately ignoring the literature regarding the physical basis of OCT that supports the null hypothesis. 
